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13 The Relationship bet ween 
Wages and Benefits 
Jeremy Bulow 
Wayne Landsman 

13.1 Introduction 

Benefits represent a growing fraction of total labor compensation. ’ In 
1977-79 pension costs alone averaged 5.6% of payroll for large United 
States firms (Kotlikoff and Smith 1983, table 5.1.4). Because benefits are 
such an important part of compensation, employees and firm owners 
need to understand how to value benefits packages. 

Unfortunately, benefit valuation may not be as simple as valuing a com- 
pensation package with only wages. For example, a faculty member at a 
university may receive a tuition subsidy from his school when his children 
attend college. Should the university treat this element of compensation 
differently from wages and spread the cost of this benefit over many years 
rather than simply expense the cost when incurred? Equivalently, when 
should the worker include this benefit as part of his income? 

In this paper we explore the following questions: First, how should a 
firm choose the types of benefits it offers, and how will different benefits 
affect the firm’s different worker constituencies? (These are important 
questions for a positive study of how different types of plans come to ex- 
ist, as well as for normative analyses of optimal compensation package 
choice.) Second, what is the appropriate way of accounting for different 
types of benefits when making a financial appraisal of firm liabilities or 
workers’ wealth? Third, what inferences can be made about firms that of- 
fer different sorts of benefits? 

We suggest that the answers to these questions depend on one’s model 
of the firm-employee relationship. In section 13.2 we describe three “eco- 
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nomic” models of this relationship. A key implication of all of these mod- 
els is that bargaining between firms and workers is over total compensa- 
tion, not the components of compensation. Except in cases of asymmetrical 
information (where the firm and the worker have different information 
about the cost of providing a specific benefit), in these models it is optimal 
for the firm to offer workers all possible tax-free benefits and individually 
reduce salaries by the amount of benefits consumed by the worker. 

In Section 13.3 we discuss some noneconomic models of the firm-worker 
relationship in which elements of compensation may have significance for 
the worker or the firm that is not strictly monetary or in which the firm’s 
decision-making process may not be centralized or rational (in the classi- 
cal sense). Specifically, we heuristically describe “equity” models in which 
workers with similar characteristics are paid identical wages even if they 
receive different benefits. We also consider “hierarchical” models in 
which the benefits office is distinct from the offices that determine salary, 
and information about the expense of providing a given worker’s benefits 
is not internalized by those who set salaries. One implication of these 
models is that firms that offer specific types of benefits should expect to 
attract new workers who can particularly use those benefits-the school 
with large tuition benefits attracting professors planning large families. In 
this context the firm may find that the best benefits are those that are 
worth an equal amount to all workers. 

Section 12.4 presents some empirical evidence on the relative applica- 
bility of economic and noneconomic models of firms and workers. We 
test whether or not Stanford University implicitly takes into account pen- 
sidn compensation in setting salaries. Our preliminary results are that the 
university does not take an individual’s pension compensation into ac- 
count when setting his wage, even if they do take into account overall pen- 
sion compensation in setting the overall wage scale offered. 

The crucial point of the noneconomic models is that we can only say a 
limited amount about the aggregate firm/worker implicit labor contract 
by looking at individuals’ compensation profiles. For example, the fact 
that Stanford may not look at one’s pension compensation in offering a 
salary does not mean that the university does not consider overall pension 
compensation in setting the overall level of salaries. Similarly, a firm may 
set a worker’s salary without recognizing whether that worker is receiving 
a large amount of ancillary compensation through tuition benefits, hous- 
ing subsidies, becoming vested in early retirement benefits, and so on. 
Nevertheless, the firm may still take into account aggregate benefits in set- 
ting the general level of salaries offered. The implication for defined bene- 
fit pension analysis is that individual workers may well be able to antici- 
pate that at certain times they will receive especially high total compensation, 
but for the purposes of valuing the firm’s aggregate pension liability at a 
given moment the accrued benefit method would still be correct. 
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13.2 “Economic” Models of the Labor Market 

The questions we have asked about wages versus benefits must be an- 
swered in the context of specific models of worker-firm relations. In this 
section we consider three models that employ a traditional microeconomic 
approach. In each of these models it is assumed that workers value com- 
pensation only as a source of their own consumption; for example, the 
consumption of other workers does not enter into the individual employ- 
ee’s utility function. Workers choose compensation offers from firms 
which maximize their expected utility. Firms are profit maximizers, imply- 
ing they are indifferent between alternative compensation packages that 
induce the same labor input and have the same total cost. In each model, 
experienced workers are assumed to accumulate firm-specific human cap- 
ital (but no general skills). 

In the first model we look at, individual workers offer their services 
each period on a spot market. Workers and firms both recognize that they 
will enter into a bilateral bargaining situation once that specific human 
capital is acquired, but no long-term bargain is struck. 

The second model contains long-term contracts written between the 
firm and individual workers. The motivation for these contracts will be 
taken to be a desire for risk sharing, but other motivations (such as the 
prevention of shirking, as suggested by Lazear [1979]) lead to similar results. 

Finally, the third model involves group-negotiated contracts of the sort 
described by Bulow and Scholes (1984). In this model, employees can be 
paid more than their individual marginal products, even without an im- 
plicit (or explicit) long-term contract, because of their leverage as part of a 
group. 

While each of these models provide different valuations of firms with 
the same accounting statements, these differences turn out to be indepen- 
dent of the division of compensation between wages and benefits. Bar- 
gaining takes place over firm labor costs. The firm always ends up offer- 
ing all tax-free benefits, the workers use these benefits up to the point 
where a dollar’s worth of a benefit is as valuable as 1 - t dollars of income 
(where t is the tax rate on wage income), and the individual worker’s salary is 
adjusted by the cost to the firm of providing that employee’s benefits. 
These results are somewhat modified if information is asymmetrical, as 
we shall show. 

For each model, the basic environment is the same. We use an overlap- 
ping generations framework: Each worker has a potential working life of 
two periods, followed by retirement. During each working period each 
worker supplies up to one unit of a homogeneous labor input. Workers 
get utility from the consumption goods they can buy with their wages; 
they have no disutility of labor. A constant number of new workers, L,  en- 
ter the labor force each period.’ The services of workers are bid for in each 
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period by firms in a competitive industry with free entry and exit. Young 
workers are “inexperienced.” Old workers who have remained with the 
same firm into their second period of life are “experienced”; however, old 
workers who switch firms in the second period are “inexperienced.” (That 
is, specific human capital is accumulated in the first period.) Inexperi- 
enced workers, whether old or young, have the same current value in pro- 
duction. 

Since in equilibrium it will turn out that all firms are identical, we may 
freely define notation with reference to the “representative” firm. Let 

no = number of inexperienced workers employed in a period, 
nl = number of experienced workers employed, 
F = fixed costs of production per period, 

q(no, nl) = gross revenues per period, 
r = constant real interest rate, 

wo = per period wage paid to inexperienced workers, 
w1 = per period wage paid to experienced workers. 

Each firm in the economy has the identical production function 

(1) q(n0, nl) = noa + enla - F, 

where e and a are parameters, with a < 1. To make computations easy, we 
assume 

(2) e =  l / a >  I 

and 

(3) F =  (1 + r + l/a)(l - a)/(l + r). 

In a competitive environment with zero disutility of labor, it is clear that 
the only sustainable equilibria are those in which all labor input is em- 
ployed and the present value of industry gross revenues less fixed costs is 
at a maximum. Given the greater marginal productivity of experienced 
workers assumed in (I), it is also evident that in equilibrium workers will 
stay with their first-period firm through their working life; that is, for 
each firm, no = nl in each period. The firm size no = nl that maximizes the 
present value of industry gross revenues is easily found as the solution to 

(4) max(L/no) (l/r) [noa(l + r) + enoa - F(l + r ) ] ,  
no 

where use has been made of the essential stationarity of the problem. Be- 
cause of our judicious choice of values for e and F, the optimal firm size 
that emerges from (4) is 

( 5 )  no* = n1* = 1. 

This implies directly that the marginal product of an inexperienced worker 
in the current period will be a and that of an experienced worker will be 1; 
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equivalently, the expected lifetime value of a worker entering the labor 
force today is a + 1/(1 + r). 

In our first economic model, let us suppose that workers contract with 
employers each period on a spot labor market. This creates the usual am- 
biguity in the second period; namely, that because of the accumulation of 
specific human capital, worker and firm have quasi rents (equal to 1 - a, 
where a is the value of an old worker at a new firm) to bargain over. Let us 
assume that some workers are “good bargainers” while others are “bad 
bargainers.” Good bargainers capture all of the quasi rents from specific 
human capital in the second period, while bad bargainers capture no quasi 
rents. A fraction of workers b in each generation are good bargainers; but 
neither the firm nor the worker knows until the second period whether an 
individual worker will be a good or bad bargainer.) 

Under these assumptions, a second-period worker obtains his or her 
full marginal product (equal to one) with probability b. With probability 1 
- 6,  he obtains only his opportunity cost a. Thus the expected value of 
second-period wages is b + a(1 - b). 

With free entry of firms into the industry, no worker will sign on with a 
firm unless he expects to capture his full lifetime marginal product a + 
1/(1 + r). Thus, under a spot labor market regime, all first-period work- 
ers are paid wo = a + (1 - b)(l - a)/(l + r)-their first-period marginal 
product plus the present value of the fraction of quasi rents that the firm 
can expect to capture in the second period. 

An obvious problem with the spot labor market is that risk-averse 
workers may be forced to accept random second-period incomes owing to 
bargaining uncertainty. Firms and workers may choose to hedge the un- 
certainty generated by random bargaining abilities by entering into long- 
term contracts. The assumption that there is long-term contracting defines 
our second economic model. If two-period contracts that are binding on 
both parties can be negotiated, then the distribution of compensation over 
the two periods is indeterminate, so long as wo + wd(1 + r)  = a + 1/(1 
+ r).  In the usual case of “one-way” contracts, where firms cannot back 
out of an agreement but employees can quit, wo must be less than or equal 
to a. If w1 is set at less than 1 the worker still has the same threat as in the 
no-contract case, so a good bargainer should still be able to negotiate sec- 
ond period pay of 1. Therefore, the only way to eliminate second-period 
uncertainty is to set W I  greater than or equal to 1 .  If we also give firms the 
right to lay off workers, then the unique contract is wo = a and W I  = 1 .  
Notice that workers’ lifetime expected compensation is the same as in the 
spot labor market model; however, if workers are risk averse the contract 
model is Pareto superior ex ante. 

Our third economic model is another bargaining model, only this time 
employees negotiate (either explicitly or implicitly) as a group. The old 
generation of workers can receive pay of a (their marginal product as “in- 
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experienced” workers) if they quit the firm, as before. However, they real- 
ize that if they all left the average (per worker) cost in output to the firm 
would be l/a. Therefore, with group bargaining WI can be anywhere in the 
range from a to l/a. Let the expected wage bargain with a group of old 
workers be w1 = a + B(l /a  - a), where B is a parameter that measures 
the bargaining skill of the group. Then wo = a + (1 - a)/(l + r)  - B ( l / a  
- a)/(l + r).  If B is greater than (a - a2)/(l - a2), then w1 is greater than 
1 and older workers are being paid more than marginal product in the sec- 
ond period. Of course, it is precisely when B is expected to have such a 
high value that wo will be less than a. Heuristically, we may think of the 
workers as investing in the firm’s capital when young (by taking a low 
wage) and being repaid in the second period, when the new group of 
young workers assume the initial investment. 

Now let us expand our analysis to include benefits. We may assume the 
use of benefits is motivated by a tax imposed on wages at rate t but not im- 
posed on benefits. Firms offer workers packages of salary, so, and bene- 
fits, PO, with wo = SO + PO. The firm is indifferent to any combination of s 
andp with the same total cost. If the amount of benefits provided to any 
given worker is easily identified, then equilibrium will require that wo re- 
main as before and each individual will choose to take benefits up to the 
point where a dollar’s worth of benefits is worth 1 - t dollars of salary. 
The only exception to this rule is if workers’ bargaining ability is correlat- 
ed with their desire for benefits. In that case, the signaling problem adds 
to the risk-sharing motivation for long-term contracts. 

In a contracts model, total compensation in each of the two periods is 
set at wo = a and w I = 1. In this model and again in the “group” model 
the firm is indifferent to the distribution of compensation for young 
workers between SO and PO and for old workers between s1 and p l .  

Note that if the benefit in question is deferred compensation (such as a 
pension), the amount of the benefit a young worker has received, PO, is de- 
fined by his vested benefits. In any bargaining situation (and in the case of 
a contract written to avoid second-period bargaining problems), first- 
period compensation is determined by the “threat point” of the worker 
entering the second period. That threat point may be defined as the pre- 
sent value of lifetime income, including benefits, that the worker receives 
if no second-period agreement is reached. Therefore, if we are to treat 
pensions similarly to the way we treat salary and other benefits, we must 
use an accrued vested benefits approach to defined benefit pension ac- 
counting (see Bulow 1982). Similarly, a severance pay benefit is part of 
compensation in the year accrued. Severance clearly changes the “threat 
point” in negotiations and therefore the accumulation of severance rights 
may represent substantial compensation even if (perhaps because of the 
severance) there is little chance a worker will ever be laid off.’ 

We have presented three models of worker compensation determina- 
tion that differ in the way firms negotiate with workers. In some sense 
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these models are all the “same”-the allocations of labor and total expected 
worker compensation do not vary, though the time path of compensation 
may. However, for some real-world purposes there are important differ- 
ences between these models. 

For example, depending on the bargaining model chosen, firms with iden- 
tical accounting balance sheets should be valued differently. First consider 
the simple “no-contract” model where wo = a + (1 - b)(l - a) / ( l  + r) 
and wI = a + b(1 - a). Because all investment in human capital is ex- 
pensed, the firm will report a loss of (1 - @/a( 1 + r) + (1 - b)( 1 - a) / ( l  
+ r) in its start-up period, when it has no experienced workers. However, 
this initial investment by the stockholders is returned by “profits” equal 
to r times the start-up loss in all subsequent periods. The market value of 
the firm always exceeds the book value by the amount of the start-up loss. 

In the risk-sharing contract model wo = a and wI = 1 so the start-up 
loss, and the difference between market and book value, is (1 - a)/a( 1 + 
r). Here the workers make a greater share of the investment in human cap- 
ital. Consequently, reported start-up losses are lower, as are the subse- 
quent positive cash flows reported as profits. 

In the “group” model wo = a + (1 - a) / ( l  + r) - B(l /a  - a)/(l  + r), 
and wI = a + B ( l / a  - a). Here, in the extreme case where B = 1 so that 
the old workers are paid all the quasi rents from operating, the firm re- 
ports zero profits in all periods and market value equals book value. 

An analyst trying to compare firms with identical book values would 
clearly benefit from understanding the nature of the firm’s labor contract. 
The firm’s compensation/tenure profile can provide information about 
the present value of future quasi rents that go to workers, and therefore 
about the value of stockholders’ equity. 

Does the beneJit/tenure profile provide any useful information? That 
is, we know that if we only knew a firm’s current total compensation costs 
then the compensation/tenure profile would provide us with extra infor- 
mation. If information about the compensation/tenure profile is not di- 
rectly available, can information about the slope of the firm’s benefitken- 
ure profile (e.g., whether it has a defined benefit pension plan or a defined 
contribution plan) be used as a proxy? 

The question is an empirical one. Our models provide no logical reason 
why firms that have steep benefitkenure profiles, or that provide substan- 
tial benefits, should have steep compensation/tenure profiles. 

For example, unionized workers receive more benefits as a percentage 
of compensation than nonunionized workers in similar jobs. Many of 
these benefits, such as health and pension benefits, are most valuable for 
older workers. However, wagehenure profiles may be less steep for union 
workers in these high-benefit firms, so that the total compensation/tenure 
profile is similar for firms with and without benefits.6 In economic models 
the relative levels of employee benefits and salaries are determined by 
tastes and taxes. Whether there is a correlation between the chosen split 
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between wages and benefits, and the share of future quasi rents on firm- 
specific human capital the work force can expect to negotiate, can only be 
determined empirically.’ Only in the case of asymmetric information, 
where workers and firms have different knowledge about the cost of pro- 
viding a benefit to a specific worker, will firms do anything other than of- 
fer all tax-advantaged benefits.8 With asymmetric information, separat- 
ing equilibria are possible where workers who most want a benefit will 
join firms that provide it. 

As an example, assume that workers have perfectly inelastic demands 
for dental care, with individuals’ demands uniformly distributed from 
zero to D. Assume further that firms are only allowed to offer full dental 
care or no benefits. Then two types of firms would develop, those provid- 
ing and those not providing benefits. Workers would decide whether or 
not to join a firm that offered benefits depending on whether their de- 
mand was greater than or equal to (1 - t)D/(l  + t). The average employ- 
ee of a firm that offered benefits would use benefits costing D/(1 + t), so 
salaries would be lower in benefit firms by that amount. The marginal em- 
ployee would just break even by receiving the extra salary, paying taxes, 
and covering his own dental bills. 

Therefore, with asymmetric information firms will attract a specific cli- 
entele if they offer a given benefit. If it were possible to obtain informa- 
tion ex post on such workers we would find that within the firm workers 
receiving benefits of different value would receive the same salary, but on 
a firmwide basis employees would not receive extra total compensation 
because a firm offered  benefit^.^ With asymmetrical information, then, it 
is possible for workers to receive the same wage even if benefits are differ- 
ent, just as in the insurance-averse selection problem. Our noneconomic 
models of the next section will be similar to the asymmetric information 
case in terms of results, with the difference being that the information ex- 
ists but for some reason is not used. 

Summarizing, we have presented several economic models of labor con- 
tracting. Each model has different implications for the compensation/tenure 
profile and for issues of benefit valuation. With full information, the firm 
should offer workers all potential benefits, in any amount employees de- 
sire up to their full compensation, regardless of the model. There is no 
logical requirement that the benefithenure profile of firms be correlated 
with their compensation/tenure profile. The question of whether the ben- 
efitltenure profile is correlated with labor’s expected share of future quasi 
rents on firm-specific human capital (important for firm valuation) is 
strictly empirical. 

With asymmetric information we would expect to see some firms offer- 
ing and some not offering a given benefit. Workers would join firms that 
had the compensation package most valuable to them. Their salaries 
would be reduced based on the firm’s expected cost of providing benefits, 
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just as insurance premia are based on an insurer’s expected cost of provid- 
ing benefits in the face of asymmetric information. 

13.3 Noneconomic Models 

In this section we heuristically describe a set of noneconomic models in 
which workers’ utility is a function not only of total compensation but of 
relative wages. Firms feel constrained to pay identical wages (rather than 
total compensation) to all workers of similar position and tenure, and 
may even feel constrained not to negotiate a lower wage bill if future bene- 
fit costs rise beyond expectations. In these models the distribution of 
benefits influences the distribution of total compensation. 

Our two classes of noneconomic models are “equity” models and “hier- 
archical” models. In the equity models relative wages are set according to 
some equity formula, not taking into account the benefit expense associ- 
ated with an individual worker. For example, relative wages may be used 
as a signal to workers about how well they are doing. Wages may provide a 
clearer signal than total compensation because wages are easier for work- 
ers to compare. It is also possible that antidiscrimination laws may make 
charging women more (and blacks less) for identical pension annuities dif- 
ficult. While equity models may govern relative wages among workers, 
they may also cover the worker’s wagekenure profile. In this case, as we 
will emphasize below, a redistribution of a young worker’s compensation 
between salary and benefits may affect the present value of future labor 
COStS.’O 

In our hierarchical model the firm wishes to take benefit information 
into account in setting salaries; but, because of incentive problems caused 
by firm structure, the benefit information is mostly not transmitted into 
salaries. 

We divide equity models into two categories. The first is a cross-sectional 
model. This turns out to be somewhat analogous to the group economic 
model. The wages and benefits of one cohort have nothing to do with 
those of another cohort. However, all workers of the same age must be 
paid the same wage, because of strong worker preferences for intragroup 
equity. The model produces results similar to those in the group model 
with asymmetric information. The firm’s value is only affected by the to- 
tal compensation deal it negotiates in a period. The breakdown of the 
young cohort’s income into wages and benefits provides no information 
about what those workers expect to negotiate in total compensation in the 
subsequent period, any more than such a breakdown provides informa- 
tion in an economic model. 

Alternatively, an equity model may have a time-series component to it, 
much as the long-term economic contract does. For example, workers and 
firms may feel that their contract is for a given wagehenure profile plus a 
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benefits package, and that alterations in the benefits package do not af- 
fect the wagekenure profile. This is the kind of model required for pro- 
jected benefit valuations of pension plans. 

What are some of the implications of the time-series equity model? We 
can give some examples. First, if health care costs rose unexpectedly, a 
firm providing health benefits would decline in value by the increase in the 
present value of future health benefits to be paid to all current workers, 
given that plan provisions are not changed. No provision is made for any 
offsetting adjustment in wages, so a young worker who had recently 
joined the firm would now possibly represent a substantial net liability. 

Second, if wages in the economy were growing at the interest rate young 
workers should be equally pleased by an increase in (defined benefit) pen- 
sion benefits as older workers, assuming all workers stay with the firm un- 
til retirement age. For example, assume that pension benefits paid to a 
newly retired employee were $30 per month per year of service and that 
pension benefits were historically linked with salary.’’ Then a 10% in- 
crease in pension benefits raises all workers’ pensions by 10070, and the 
present value of every worker’s pension is identical. 

Finally, the mix of wages and benefits matters because the mix is corre- 
lated with future compensation costs. For example, assume that medical 
costs are rising relative to wages. In a model with rigid time-series wage 
structure a firm would be unwilling to allow its young workers to split 
compensation wo into benefitspo and salary SO in any manner they desired. 
The reason is that in this model the rations of pI to po and sI to so are indi- 
vidually fixed (the benefits because it is assumed the contract provision 
will be the same in period 1 as in period 0, the salary by the rigid wage 
structure). This is in contrast to the economic model contract where the 
overall ratio of w1 to wo is fixed. Therefore, if medical costs are growing 
faster than wages, pI/po exceeds sI/s0, and total compensation in period 1 
will be increased if the workers can bias the composition of wo toward 
benefits. 

Accrued pension benefits, like health benefits, go mostly to older work- 
ers. Thus, the previous paragraph could be repeated with only the substi- 
tution of the “pension” for “medical.” 

In the time-series equity model an individual’s wages may not be affected 
by the benefits he receives. An alternative model in which this is also true 
is the hierarchical model. In this model, as in the other noneconomic mod- 
els, the firm has information about an individual’s benefit cost but is 
somehow restricted in using the information. The information may be 
stored in one part of the firm’s hierarchy but either not made accessible to 
or at least not used by the part of the firm that negotiates a worker’s salary. 
For example, in a university a department head may set salaries while 
benefits are determined independently by a university office. 

In this model any benefit information made available to the salary ne- 
gotiator is used, but some information simply is not available. There is no 
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room in this model, then, for systematic biases in compensation between 
generations other than those differences that would arise in an economic 
model. This model is a close substitute for the cross-sectional equity model. 
The only difference is in the description of why the firm does not use all 
the information at its disposal. In the equity model a conscious decision is 
made to discriminate between employees with different characteristics. 
One way to distinguish the models is to adopt the fiction that wages and 
benefits are determined sequentially. For example, in the equity model the 
wages of all graduate students might be set according to merit and senior- 
ity, with married students subsequently given preference for housing sub- 
sidies. That is, there is a conscious institutional policy that benefits certain 
well-identified individuals. In the hierarchical model the firm may set 
benefits before setting salary, but the officer who determines salary may 
not be able to get good information about who is receiving a married stu- 
dent housing subsidy. The officer could still use whatever information was 
at his disposal to set salaries (and, for example, offer all married students 
lower scholarships because on average they receive greater housing bene- 
fits) but could not identify the specific individuals who received a specific 
benefit. 

In summary, the noneconomic models generally have much in common 
with the economic models with asymmetric information. The difference is 
that in the noneconomic models the firm does not use all available infor- 
mation. Furthermore, in the time-series equity model the firm’s value 
(and the present value of future employee compensation) is affected by 
the allocation of current compensation between wages and benefits. 
Thus, in the time-series equity model a firm with a defined benefit pension 
plan (that causes older workers to accrue a higher fraction of salary as 
pension benefits than young workers accrue) may be worse off than a de- 
fined contribution firm that was providing its current young employees 
with identical total compensation. 

13.4 Empirical Work 

We have described a number of alternative models of the worker-firm 
relationship. It would be interesting to conduct an empirical test of which 
type of model best describes reality. On way we can hope to do this is by 
concentrating on the following pivotal implication of our models: In the 
“economic” models, bargaining is over total compensation only; there- 
fore, if an individual or group were inclined to use more of the firm’s of- 
fered nonwage benefits, the wages of the individual or group would be ad- 
justed downward accordingly. In contrast, in the basic noneconomic 
models we have described, a tendency to use more benefits might not re- 
sult in any adjustment of wages. Therefore, a test of the competing mod- 
els might be based on a test of whether subgroups of workers in a firm 
who use more benefits receive less wages than other workers. 
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We have obtained a microdata set, on Stanford University faculty sala- 
ries and pension benefits, that permits just such a test. Stanford University 
will contribute 10% of a faculty member’s salary to a pension plan if the 
faculty member contributes 5% or more of his salary. If the faculty mem- 
ber pays in less than 5% the university makes no contribution. It is inter- 
esting to note that not all faculty members sign up for the program, as is 
clear from table 13.1.  In principle, then, we might test to see if professors 
who do not sign up receive compensating increases in salary. 

We were able to obtain the following data on 993 faculty members: age, 
year of appointment, year of degree, rank (assistant professor, associate 
without tenure, associate with tenure, full professor, adjunct, other), 
school (law, business, humanities and sciences, medicine-clinical, medicine- 
Ph.D., engineering), salary, and whether the employee was enrolled in the 
pension plan.’* The sample has two virtues. First, there were clearly no 
problems of asymmetric information. The university knows exactly the 
cost of each employee in the plan. In fact, it would be possible for the uni- 
versity to negotiate a total compensation package directly and then allow 
each worker to contribute as much as desired to the pension plan, up to 
the legal Iimit.l3 Second, the benefit is one that represents a large fraction 
of the salary of some employees and is not received by others. 

Our priors were that the university followed either a cross-sectional eq- 
uity model or a hierarchical model, so that we would find little or no effect 
of the pension acceptance variable on salary. The reasons were that (1) the 
benefits office has a separate budget from the various dean’s offices that 
determine salary, and the deans claim to know nothing about whether a 
worker is in the pension program; and (2) assistant professors (the group 
that represent virtually all the action in our sample) tend to consider rela- 
tive salaries as informative signals. l 4  

A simple approach would be to regress professors’ salaries on the ob- 
servable determinants of salary, plus a dummy which is equal to one when 

Table 13.1 Faculty in the Pension Plan/Total Faculty (by School and Rank). 

Rank 

Business 
and 
Law 

Assistant 
Associate 
Associate 
with tenure 
Full 
Adjunct 
Other 

8/9 
8/11 

4/4 
59/59 
o/o 
o/o 

Engineering 

5/22 
7/10 

13/17 
125/ 125 
10/14 
o/o 

Humanities 
and 
Science 

27/63 
2/4 

57/64 
272/287 

11/11 
3/4 

Medical 
Clinic 

33/57 
718 

40141 
75/77 
2/2 

30134 

Medical 
Ph.D. Total 

10/10 
1/1 

11/13 
38/40 

1 /2 
314 

83/16] 
25/34 

l25/ 139 
569/588 
24/29 
36/42 

Total 79/83 1601188 3721433 187/219 64/70 862/993 
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the faculty member has elected the pension plan. The major problem with 
this is that the employees’ mandatory contribution meant that some work- 
ers who did not sign up for the plan could be liquidity constrained. The 
liquidity constrained workers on average have lower salaries. Therefore, 
direct estimates of salary as a function of whether a worker received pen- 
sion benefits are subject to simultaneity bias.I5 To avoid the simultaneity 
problem, we adopted a two-stage procedure. First we estimated a prob- 
ability of pension acceptance as a function of all variables other than salary. 
We also estimated a “fitted salary” variable, which was formed by re- 
gressing salary on all the variables other than pension acceptance. In the 
second stage we regressed all the other variables in our data set plus a 0/1 
instrument for the probability of pension acceptance times “fitted salary.” 
The idea was to make the regression coefficient on pension acceptance in- 
terpretable as a percentage of salary. Included in the regression were dum- 
mies for all the schools and ranks listed in table 13.1. We tried using the es- 
timated probabilities for pension acceptance directly in our second stage. 
We also ran separate regressions for each of the different ranks. In our 
pooled regressions we found a significiant coefficient for the pension ac- 
ceptance variable. However, in the individual regressions by rank we 
found the reduction in salary for a worker signing up for a pension to be 
statistically insignificant. 

We ran our regressions using two different defintions of salary for peo- 
ple on the medical school faculty, who are paid on an 11-month rather 
than a nine-month basis. We suspected that this would make almost no 
difference in our results since there was a school dummy, so on noticing 
that there was a difference in the estimated effect of pension acceptance, 
depending on whether the medical salaries were adjusted for a nine-month 
year, we decided to rerun our regressions excluding the medical school. 

When the medical school was excluded we no longer got significant co- 
efficients on the pension acceptance variable. Representative of the results 
we are now getting is the regression reported below, which estimates the 
salaries only of people in the school of humanities and sciences. 

Parameter 
Variable Estimate 

Standard 
Error t-Ratio 

INTERCEPT 

ACE 

PSAL 

YEAR-APP 

PROF 

ASSIST 

ASSOC 

ASSOT 

ADJUNCT 

YEARDEG 

31317. 
- 17.26 
- .019 

- 501.8 
11616. 
- 9463. 
- 4580. 
- 1146. 

3545. 
902.9 

3875.7 
47.770 

47.801 
.0645 

2836.6 
3178.5 
3727.8 
2760.8 
3099.0 

66.173 

8.08 
- .72 
- .30 
- 1.50 

4.10 
- 2.98 
- 1.23 
- .42 
1.14 

13.64 
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In the above regression, PSAL is the 0/1 instrument for pension accep- 
tance multiplied by fitted salary. The interpretation of its coefficient is 
that signing up for the pension plan reduces one’s salary by about 1.9% 
with a standard error of about 6.5%. In our economic models, we would 
predict a value of - .10 for PSAL.I6 Other regressions yield essentially 
similar results. Therefore, our data seem to indicate that our employer 
does not subscribe to any economic model. (Most Stanford economists 
will claim they always knew this about our university.) 

We made several efforts to uncover a significant coefficient on the pen- 
sion acceptance variable. For example, instead of using a 0/1 pension ac- 
ceptance variable we tried using the probability of pension acceptance. 
We ran regressions just looking at the assistant professor population as a 
whole and separate regressions for the assistant professors in three 
schools. However, the result that an individual’s salary was not signficantly 
affected by his pension acceptance decision was confirmed. 

13.5 Conclusion 

We have presented several alternative models of labor contracting. In 
our economic models we argued that, absent asymmetric information, 
firms would allow workers to choose individually how they would like to 
have their compensation divided between wages and benefits. Whether 
firms that offer greater benefit packages, or which skew benefits toward 
older workers, also tend to give older workers a greater fraction of the 
quasi rents on their firm-specific human capital is strictly an empirical 
question. 

That part of compensation is paid in pension benefits is irrelevant for 
valuing the labor contract. Because each worker selects his own benefit 
package, there is no reason to expect firms to cater to certain types of 
workers (unless there is asymmetric information, or some benefits are in 
the nature of a public good). 

In our noneconomic models benefits and wages do not necessarily bal- 
ance. For the cross-sectional equity model the firm negotiates a total com- 
pensation package with a generation of workers, and all workers receive 
the same wage rather than the same total compensation. In the case of, 
say, health benefits an individual worker’s salary would not be reduced if 
it became apparent that his future health costs would be high. However, 
growth in the overall cost of health benefits would slow wage growth so 
that total compensation for the group would be unaffected. 

In the hierarchichal model much the same results obtain, though for 
slightly different reasons. Again, individual levels of total compensation 
can be affected by a proclivity to take of advantage of various benefits of- 
fered, but the firm’s aggregate compensation bill is unaffected by projected 
increases in the relative price of benefits. 
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In the time-series equity model, firms and workers implicity agree to a 
rigid rate of wage growth and perhaps a fixed package of benefits. It is 
only in this model that the firm is not indifferent to the composition of a 
young worker’s compensation package. 

We attempted a test meant to distinguish between the economic and 
noneconomic models. While the results were not fully conclusive, they ap- 
peared to lend support to the noneconomic models. However, we cannot 
devise a test to distinguish among the noneconomic models given our 
limited data. 

Notes 

1. Woodbury (1983), using Chamber of Commerce survey data, estimates that employer 
payments to pension, health and life insurance, and other agreed-on items represented 9.6% 
of compensation in 1965 and 16.1 Vo in 1978. (Total compensation excluded legally required 
payments such as social security, workers’ compensation, and unemployment insurance.) 
Woodbury also cites a BLS study which estimates that supplements rose from 4.9% to 9.2% 
of total compensation from 1966 to 1976. See also Kotlikoff and Smith (1983), table 5.1.4, 
for more detailed data. 

2. We will assume for convenience that workers are measured along a continuum, so that 
it is sensible to talk about fractional workers within a firm. 

3. The assumption that bargaining skills are not revealed until the second period plays no 
essential role in our analysis. We employ it because it provides a novel yet simple means of 
motivating a desire for risk sharing. It is essentially equivalent to allowing certainty in bar- 
gaining outcomes plus randomness in production. 

4. I f  employees knew their bargaining abilities in advance but firms could not identify 
bargaining talent, then of course two-period contracts, if enforceable in at least one direc- 
tion, would cover all workers. This adverse selection motivation does not depend on risk 
aversion. 

5 .  Kaiser Steel and the New York News are two examples of firms that have been deterred 
from closing operations and firing workers because paying high wages was preferable to 
paying high severance. See Wall Street Journal, November 29, 1982, p. 23: “High Cost of 
Liquidation Keeping Some Money-losing Plants Open.” 

6. See, e.g., Freeman (1985) in this volume. 
7.  For an early effort in this area, see Kotlikoff and Wise (1985) in this volume. 
8. Of course, this analysis does not consider benefits that are public goods, such as a 

company swimming pool. 
9. A firm that had not provided a benefit in the past could begin providing the benefit at  

a much lower cost than a firm with an established program, simply because its experienced 
workers may be a group that would not be costly to service. 

10. This is the type of model most often implicitly assumed by authors who use a pro- 
jected benefits method to value pension liabilities. 

1 1 .  It is irrelevant whether that link occurred through the type of provision found in most 
pension plans for salaried workers or through periodic benefit increases in line with salary 
increases of the sort typically negotiated by unions. 

12. The data file was produced by merging a provost’s office file, with salary data for the 
last half of August 1982, with a benefits office file containing other data on workers for the 
first half of September 1982. Since Stanford’s fiscal year runs from September 1 to August 
31, the merged file unfortunately does not include people who either were not on the faculty 
or were on leave for the 1981-82 or 1982-83 school year. 
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13. This strategy, followed by the University of Rochester, has no adverse tax conse- 
quences and gives workers much greater flexibility over the timing of their contributions and 
withdrawals from the plan. 

14. But see Scott et al. (1982), p. 32: “Recommendation 4: The Universityretirementpay- 
ment of 10 percent of salaryshould not beconditional on the amount of the employee’spay- 
ment. This would presumably mean that eligible employees not now participants in the plan 
could choose to enter it, and the University would begin contributing 10 percent of their salary. 
Currently eligible non-participants should not mistake this recommendation as bestowing a 
form of sudden pay increase; a decision to take a certain amount of pay in deferred form will 
of course affect the determination of the salary component of total compensation.” 

15. Of course, we are also missing many other variables that influence salary-e.g., publi- 
cations, citations, awards, and other university benefits received. To the extent that any of 
these variables is correlated with pension acceptance there is an errors-in-variables problem. 
For example, workers benefiting from housing subsidies for new faculty or from tuition 
benefits for their children may have worse liquidity problems than other workers of the same 
age and salary and may not be in the pension plan. These workers may be compensated for 
lower pension benefits with their higher benefits in other areas rather than with higher salary. 

16. The last seven variables in the equation are years since appointment to the university 
and dummies for the ranks of professor, assistant professor, associate professor, associate 
with tenure, adjunct, and years since Ph.D. respectively. 

CoIl”l€!Ilt Daniel Feenberg 

At the last edition of this conference, Jeremy Bulow propounded the 
notion that a firm’s pension liability was best summarized by the present 
value of vested benefits, discounted at the nominal interest rate. He ar- 
gued that the apparent backloading of the typical defined benefit plan 
does not necessarily mean that total compensation is similarly back- 
loaded. Rather, we would expect wages to adjust until total compensation 
equaled marginal product. At the time many members of this conference 
found the spot market view of wages extreme, but few would doubt the 
lesson that compensation policy is part of the financial policy of the firm 
and that an understanding of the mechanism that determined the path of 
compensation through time was essential to determine the value of the 
firm. The present paper extends that argument considerably by showing 
how an efficient labor policy may be maintained by a firm using almost 
any compensation policy ranging from spot market wage rates to implicit 
or explicit contracts but that each rule affects the financial structure of the 
firm differently. 

In the table that accompanies this discussion (table 13.C.1) I have tried 
to summarize the algebra of Bulow and Landsman’s paper. The five com- 
pensation rules considered are listed across the top of the chart, and under 
each rule are expressions for the wage rates that might by paid by a firm 
that subscribed to that rule, so each column shows the time path of com- 

We thank Ben Bernanke for valuable help. 
Daniel Feenberg is a research associate of the National Bureau of Economic Research. 



Table 13.C.1 Time Path of Compensation with Firm-specific Learning 

Contract 
S P e  of Marginal spot Long-Term Binds Group 
Worker Product Wage Contract Employer Negotiation 

Inexperienced U a +(qg) wo < a  a + - E - l %  

Experienced 1 a + ( l - a ) b  (1 +r)(a-  wo)+ 1 (1 +r)(a- wo)+ 1 a + B e -  a) 

U’ 1 - B  
*) + (-1 aw +a- wo &8-+ &+*)+* 

1 - a  
b(l+r) Water 

Note: The model is a follows: firm revenue = n$ + %n?, firm costs = F + now0 + n~ W I  where no = inexperienced workers, nl = experienced workers, and 
F = (1 + r +  I/a)(l - a) / ( l  + r ) .  A zero-profit constraint is assumed, and workers go to firms that offer highest PVof total compensation. The entries in the 
table are mostly copied from Bulow and Landsman, but I have filled in a few. 
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pensation under the given rule. Each of the paths has the same cost to the 
firm, the same present value of wages to the workers, and each controls 
turnover sufficiently well to prevent the waste of any firm-specific human 
capital. Even so, any positive rate of wage growth is admissible under at 
least one rule, and several of the rules allow wide variation in the compen- 
sation path. Nor is there any need to introduce an explicit pension plan to 
achieve efficiency. Indeed, the most obvious pay scheme of all (which pays 
marginal product in each period) has the desired effect on turnover with- 
out any deferred compensation. This irrelevance of compensation path to 
efficiency is not an artifact of the particular model developed here; rather, 
it is a consequence of firms and workers optimizing over their respective 
lifetimes. 

In the last row of the chart the difference between the market value of 
the firm and its book value is given for each compensation path. This dif- 
ference is here given the old-fashioned name “water,” but no pejorative 
connotation is intended here. Water, of course, results from the failure to 
carry human capital on the books of the firm and the failure to capitalize 
on the start-up loss of (1 - a)/a( 1 + r).  

Two empirical possibilities are suggested by the chart. First, one could 
estimate a wage equation as a function of personal characteristics, the 
change in present value of vested pension benefits, and the change in the 
expected value of nonvested benefits, where the last term could be inter- 
preted broadly to include the expectation of future wages in excess of mar- 
ginal product. Second, one might regress the market value of the firm on 
capital, debt, the present value of vested pension liabilities, and the pres- 
ent value of expected nonvested liabilities, defined consistent with the 
wage regression. The implicit contract view of the labor market suggests 
all four of these benefit coefficients will be minus one while the spot mar- 
ket view suggests that the coefficients on expected benefits will be zero. 
Consistency requires that firms and workers value benefits similarly. If 
workers systematically value benefits more highly than firms, it might 
serve as the basis for some government intervention. Such straightfor- 
ward regressions may not be possible; certainly none have yet been pre- 
sented to this conference. 

The equation reported by Bulow and Landsman is a wage equation with 
the addition of a vested benefit to the right-hand side. In spite of the large 
size of the benefit, it does not seem to affect the wage rate to any measur- 
able extent. Bulow and Landsman attribute this irrationality to the em- 
ployer; however, surely it is as easy to attribute to the employees who de- 
cline the benefit. 

The open discussion centered on the possible motivations of those who 
declined Stanford’s generous offer. Albert Rees brought up the case of a 
well-known econometrician, formerly of Princeton, who was refused per- 
mission to decline a similar benefit offered by Princeton University. This 
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individual argued that by the assumption of additional risk he might do 
better with 5 %  of his salary than CREF could do with 15%. Professors 
Samuelson and Summers agreed that over 30 years only a modest addi- 
tional risk would be required to accomplish this seemingly herculean task. 
A few moments’ reflection will suffice to recognize the limited applicabil- 
ity of this result. Unless the person is liquidity constrained, it is clear that 
accepting the pension contributions does not in any way limit their ability 
to bear risk, and that the optimal procedure would be to accept the pen- 
sion and increase the riskiness of the nonpension portfolio by, for exam- 
ple, purchasing stocks on margin. Nor can a liquidity constraint be a con- 
vincing explanation, for the sum of money involved is less that $2000. In 
any case, the liquidity constraint must be temporary if the person is accu- 
mulating assets. 
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